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Abstract: Lyophilization is a widely used preservation method for thermosensitive products. It
consists of three process steps: freezing, primary and secondary drying. One of the major drawbacks
is the long processing time. The main optimization effort was put into the primary drying phase
since it is usually the longest phase. However, the freezing step is of immense importance for process
efficiency and product quality. The lack of control during freezing comprises a challenge for process
design and tech transfer. In this study, four different freezing steps (shelf-ramped freezing with and
without holding step, precooled shelves and an ice fog method for controlled nucleation) are used
and their impact on primary drying experiments and simulations is shown. Only the ice fog method
is able to control the nucleation temperature leading to low dry layer resistances with low deviations.
During the primary drying simulations, the control of the nucleation temperature drastically increases
the precision and accuracy of the product temperature prediction. For optimal primary drying
design and model predictive control, the nucleation temperature is strongly recommended to be
controlled inside a Process Analytical Technology (PAT) concept to achieve reliable and reproducible
process conditions.

Keywords: lyophilization; controlled nucleation; Process Analytical Technology (PAT); Quality by
Design (QbD); process modelling; advanced process control (APC)

1. Introduction

Freeze-drying or lyophilization is the gold standard of drying and is particularly
suitable for thermosensitive pharmaceutical products such as proteins and vaccines [1]. It
is estimated that 60% of all biologic products would not be available without freeze-drying,
as this process significantly improves the shelf life [2]. In fact, 16% of the TOP100 medicines
and 35% of all biotechnologically produced medicines are freeze-dried [3]. In solid form,
the active drug is immobilized, inhibiting or significantly reducing chemical and physical
degradation [4,5]. Solid-form active drugs offer many advantages including easy handling
and storage as well as lower transportation costs, but they are not as easy to manage as
ready-to-use solutions [6,7]. Lyophilization consists of three steps: freezing, primary and
secondary drying. During the freezing step, liquid water is transformed into solid ice. The
primary drying phase removes the ice by sublimation under vacuum and the secondary
drying establishes the final residual moisture of the product. Traditionally, freeze-drying
processes are developed on the basis of trial and error and empirical values, followed by
validation of a process that is not changed throughout the entire product life cycle and
involves high safety margins [4,8]. The growing number of biotechnologically produced
molecules will result in an increased demand for freeze-drying equipment and processes [9].
Here, a paradigm shift in process development is necessary, away from purely empirical
methods towards regulatory required methods that develop the process based on risk
assessment and process understanding [10–12].
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The freezing step is of the utmost importance and influences the product morphology
and the ice crystal size and form, thus influencing the drying performance. Furthermore, it
is critical for product stability, and the average ice crystal size determines the quality of the
final product [13]. A change in ice crystal size can lead to cold unfolding or denaturation,
modification of the environment (change in pH, ionic strength, phase separation and
composition) and denaturation by ice crystals, causing product degradation [14,15]. Non-
systematic selection of freezing conditions leads to a weak control strategy [13,16]. During
conventional freezing methods, the nucleation temperature and time cannot be controlled,
which is contrary to the Quality by Design (QbD) principle wherein Process Analytical
Technology (PAT) is a crucial part in the achievement of process understanding and control
to achieve improved product quality (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. QbD process development workflow [17].

In this work, the influence of the freezing method on the nucleation temperature, dry
layer resistance, heat flux data and primary drying performance is compared. Additionally,
the influence of the freezing method on primary drying simulation is evaluated. The
control of the nucleation temperature leads to a lower dry layer resistance with smaller
deviations. The simulation results increase in accuracy and precision with the use of
controlled nucleation. It is shown that the control of the nucleation temperature is critical to
decrease the variability of the freeze-dried product. For optimal primary drying simulation,
aggressive primary drying conditions should be combined with controlled nucleation. The
usage of controlled nucleation reduces intra- and inter-vial heterogeneity and can simplify
scale-up and process development and should therefore be incorporated into an Advanced
Process Control (APC) concept.

2. Freezing Fundamentals

The freezing step is the major dehydration step in lyophilization [18] and the most
complex and important step during lyophilization [19]. It consists of three stages:

- Cooling—liquid formulation is cooled to freezing temperature;
- Nucleation—the first ice nucleus is formed;
- Solidification—ice crystals grow until no water is available.

The corresponding product temperature during the freezing phase is shown in Figure 2.
The sample is first cooled down; as soon as nucleation appears, the phase change leads
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to a product temperature increase, which slowly decreases during crystallization and
subsequently decreases as soon as all available water is frozen.

Figure 2. Product temperature during the different freezing events (illustration adopted from [20,21]).

2.1. Cooling

In the cooling stage, the temperature of the liquid formulation is lowered from the
initial value to the nucleation temperature Tn. An aqueous solution does not freeze spon-
taneously at its equilibrium freezing temperature Tf at atmospheric pressure [22,23]. The
maintenance of the liquid state below the equilibrium freezing point of the solution is
called “supercooling”. It is defined as the difference between nucleation and the equilib-
rium freezing temperature [24] and lies inside a range of 10 to 15 K [25,26]. The degree of
supercooling depends on the solution properties, process conditions and manufacturing en-
vironment [27]. It is a metastable state in which water molecules form ice-like clusters [28].
These clusters break up rapidly until an adequate quantity of molecules forms a stable
aggregate, the critical nucleus. It provides suitable surfaces for ice crystal growth [27] and
ice crystallization subsequently occurs rapidly [29,30]. Homogenous nucleation of water
appears around −40 ◦C [5]; however, in pharmaceutical solutions, heterogenous nucleation
is observed. Ice-like clusters form on impurities such as particulate contaminants [18,31–33].
Ice nucleation shows a random and stochastic nature, leading to ice crystal distributions
that differ from vial to vial, inside the vial and from batch to batch, leading to deviations in
drying behavior [34–36].

2.2. Nucleation

Once the product solution reaches the nucleation temperature, phase change begins.
Ice crystal formation is an exothermic process. The supercooled solution is only able
to absorb a limited amount of heat [26,30], leading to a product temperature increase
to the equilibrium freezing temperature [37]. The absorbed amount of heat determines
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the number of formed ice crystals and is controlled by the degree of supercooling [7].
Bigger amounts of heat can be absorbed by a higher degree of supercooling, leading to
the formation of many ice crystals. Supercooling controls the number and size of the
ice crystals and the ice growth rate [24,34]. Three different ice crystal morphologies can
be observed [28,38]:

- Needle-like crystals: random arrangement of water molecules around ice nuclei with
a high degree of supercooling;

- Regular hexagonal crystals (dendrites): ordered arrangement of water molecules
around ice nucleus with low degree of supercooling;

- Ice spears (spherulites): spherulites form from the center of crystallization with high
cooling rates.

2.3. Solidifaction

Ice crystals grow by the addition of remaining water to the interface of ice nuclei.
Solutes cannot fit into the dense ice structure as it forms [31]. The solute concentration in the
interstitial region is increased by the ice crystal growth leading to freeze concentration [5,26].
The overall solute concentration only depends on the temperature and is independent of
the initial concentration [5]. Continued freezing increases the solute concentration to a
critical value above which eutectic freezing or vitrification of the solution will occur [39].

Eutectic mixtures are formed by the crystallization of solutes from the concentrated
solution [22]. The lowest temperature where the solution remains liquid is the eutectic
temperature. Here, the freeze concentrate is saturated and the solute crystallizes [22,39].
Only below this temperature is the system completely solidified [22].

Amorph solutions vitrificate during freezing because of their complex microstruc-
ture [5]. Water freezes beyond the eutectic temperature, and as the solution becomes more
saturated, the viscosity increases, slowing down ice crystallization until freezing stops.
This phenomenon is called glassification or vitrification [25,40], and the corresponding
temperature is called the glass transition temperature [41]. This temperature marks the
point between a viscous liquid and a rigid glass. The glass consists of concentrated so-
lutes and unfrozen water. The high viscosity limits the movement to a few millimeters
per year [41].

The different states during the freezing step can be seen in the phase diagram of
water and solute, shown in Figure 3. The unsaturated liquid solution is cooled down until
nucleation occurs. Ice crystals form and the solution becomes cryo-concentrated. The
system follows the equilibrium freezing curve as water is removed by ice crystal growth. At
the eutectic temperature, the equilibrium freezing curve intersects the equilibrium solubility
curve, leading to saturation of the freeze concentrate and subsequently eutectic freezing or
solute concentration. Amorph solutes do not crystallize at the eutectic temperature. The
freeze concentration continues and the solution becomes increasingly viscous until the
equilibrium freezing curve intersects with the glass transition curve. Here, vitrification or
glassification of the solutes occurs at the glass transition temperature.
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Figure 3. Phase diagram water/solute system (crystalline excipient: black, amorph: grey (illustration
adopted from [7,23,42])).

The major difference between eutectic crystallization and vitrification is the compo-
sition of the interstitial area between the ice crystals. In amorphous solutions, it contains
solid solution and unfrozen water, whereas in a crystalline substance, it contains only
solute crystals [31]. Here, all water is frozen while amorphous substances can have about
20% unfrozen water [22]. Crystalline material only needs a primary drying phase to remove
the frozen water while amorphous solutes require secondary drying to remove the unfrozen
water from the solid. During primary drying, the eutectic melting temperature of a crys-
talline solution—and for amorphous solutes, the collapse temperature—is the maximum
allowed product temperature. The collapse temperature is higher than the glass transition
temperature since the high viscosity prevents flow. Exceeding the maximum allowed
product temperature leads to structural loss of the dried product by meltback (crystalline)
or collapse (amorph). The eutectic and glass transition temperature can be determined
by (modulated) differential scanning calorimetry and differential thermal analysis [43–48]
while the collapse temperature is determined by a freeze-drying microscope [49–52].

3. Freezing Methods and Effects on Process Performance

Different methods are available to freeze the solution during freeze-drying. They are
summarized in Table 1. For a detailed description of every method, the authors recommend
the following research [7,23,53]. Low supercooling leads to some big ice crystals, which
increase the primary drying rate but decrease the secondary drying rate. In order to find
the optimal process performance for the used formulation, a balance between these two
rates has to be found.
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Table 1. Summary of freezing methods and their impact on Tn and drying rates (CN: controlled nucleation, SSA: specific surface area, GMP: Good Manufacturing
Practice, +++/−−−: extremely high/low, ++/−−: very high/low, ++/−−: high/low, X: compatible, x: incompatible, n.i.: no indication, adopted from [23]).

Freezing Method Procedure CN? Tn SSA RP
Primary

Drying Time
Secondary

Drying Time

Integration
(Equipment

Change
Necessary?)

GMP Comments

Shelf-ramped
freezing

Linear decrease in
shelf temperature No −− ++ ++ ++ −− No X Most common used

Shelf-ramped step
freezing

Linear decrease in shelf
temperature with

equilibration holding
steps (e.g., 5 ◦C

and −10 ◦C)

No − + + + − No X
Equilibration reduces the
inter-vial heterogeneity

Pre-cooled shelf
method

Vials are loaded onto
shelf at desired

temperature
(e.g., −45 ◦C)

No + − − − + No X

High inter-vial
heterogeneity, primary

drying time reduction of
up to 18%

Annealing Holding step above glass
transition temperature No n.i.. −− −− −− ++ No X

Eliminates dependence of
ice crystal size on

nucleation temperature,
reduces inter-vial

heterogeneity,

Quench freezing
Immersion into liquid

nitrogen or
other solutions

No + +++ +++ +++ — No x
Lowered degree of
supercooling, high

freezing rate

Vertical freezing Nucleation with dry ice
at vial bottom No + −− −− −− ++ No x Produces large vertical

ice crystals

Ice fog technique

Ice fog introduced into
chamber, generated small

ice crystals serve as
nucleating agents

Yes ++ −− −− −− ++ Yes X

Reduced pressure inside
chamber enables faster

and more uniform
freezing, dependent

on load

Electrical Ice nucleation induced by
high voltage Yes ++ −− −− −− ++ Yes x

Application in cryotubes,
direct vs. Indirect

electrofreezing
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Table 1. Cont.

Freezing Method Procedure CN? Tn SSA RP
Primary

Drying Time
Secondary

Drying Time

Integration
(Equipment

Change
Necessary?)

GMP Comments

Ultrasound Ice nucleation triggered
with ultrasound wave Yes ++ −− −− −− ++ Yes X

High intra-vial
heterogeneity,

scale-up limited

Vacuum induced
surface freezing

Vacuum inside chamber
evaporates small amount

of water on surface,
self-cooling induces

ice nucleation

Yes ++ −− − − ++ No X
Easy scale-up, vacuum
formulation dependent

Depressurization
Pressure shift from

overpressure to atm shifts
freezing point

Yes ++ −− – −− ++

No, only if
equipment can

withstand
overpressure

X
Efficiency connected

with inert gas

Ice nucleating
agents

Ice nucleating agent acts
as nucleation site

(e.g., AgI, P. syringae)
No + − − − + No x

Great inter-vial
heterogeneity, nucleation

efficiency depends
on concentration

Non-aqueous
co-solvent

Ice crystal habit is
changed by

high-volatility co-solvent
(e.g., TBA)

No n.i. −− – −− ++ No x

Ice crystal size and
morphology dependent
on amount of co-solvent,

organic solvents
introduce safety risks

Vial modification

Vial pre-treatment such
as scoring, scratching or

roughening favors
ice nucleation

No − + + + − No x
Only marginal increase

in nucleation
temperature detectable
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4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Product Mixture and Instruments

Saccharose solutions of 25 g/L were prepared with d(+)-saccharose (VWR Chemicals)
and purified water (ariumTMpro, Sartorius AG, Göttingen, Germany). Weights were
measured with a laboratory-scale LC 1200 S (Sartorius AG, Göttingen, Germany).

4.2. Experimental Runs

The freezing step was varied based on the Design of Experiments (DoE) as depicted
in Table 2. The freezing method and dedicated process parameters were varied together
with the fill volume. During shelf-ramped freezing without a holding step, the shelves
were ramped at a dedicated ramp to −45 ◦C. The hold time for shelf-ramped freezing with
a holding step was 1 h. The final shelf temperature was −45 ◦C and the ramps were set
to 1 K/min.

Table 2. Design of Experiments freezing step.

Freezing Method Ramp (K/min) Fill Volume (mL)

Shelf-ramped freezing
without hold step

0.1 1
2 1

0.1 2
2 2

Hold temperature (◦C) Fill volume (mL)

Shelf-ramped freezing with
holding step

0 1
−5 1
0 2
−5 2

Shelf temperature (◦C) Fill volume (mL)

Precooled

−30 1
−45 1
−30 2
−45 2

Nucleation temperature (◦C) Fill volume (mL)

Ice fog method LyoCoN

−2 1
−4 1
−8 1
−2 2
−4 2
−8 2

The ice fog experiments were performed with LyoCoN (Martin Christ Gefriertrock-
nungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz, Germany). During the LyoCoN experiments,
the samples were equilibrated at the nucleation temperature for 30 min, then the cham-
ber was evacuated to 4 mbar and subsequently aerated to introduce the ice crystals into
the chamber.

The primary drying conditions are fixed for all experiments at 0 ◦C and 0.15 mbar. The
comparative pressure is used as the forwarding condition. The secondary drying was set to
40 ◦C and 0.15 mbar. The final shelf temperature during secondary drying was achieved by
a ramp of 0.5 K/min and held for 10 h.

4.3. Freeze-Drying Equipment

The freeze-drying experiments were carried out using a pilot-scale freeze-dryer shown
in Figure 4 (Epsilon 2-6 LSCplus (Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode
am Harz, Germany). A LyoCoN container was attached to the equipment to achieve
controlled nucleation. LyoCoN is based on the ice fog technique. The container is attached
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to the ice condenser chamber. During controlled nucleation, the freeze dryer is evacuated
while the LyoCoN container remains under ambient pressure. As soon as the pressure value
is reached, the LyoCoN container is connected to the ice condenser chamber, causing a
pressure surge that carries away ice crystals that have been formed on the ice condenser into
the drying chamber and the vials, leading to controlled nucleation without the necessity
of external media. Only the moisture inside the freeze-dryer is used. 6R vials are used
for the experiments and filled with 2 mL of product solution. The middle shelf is fully
loaded with 135 vials. WTMplus sensors (Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH,
Osterode am Harz, Germany) measure the product temperature during primary drying.
During the experiments, pictures of the vials are taken with the LyoCam (Martin Christ
Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz, Germany) that is installed on the
front door.

Figure 4. Epsilon 2-6D LSCplus with LyoCoN container (Copyright @ Martin Christ Gefriertrock-
nungsanlagen GmbH).

4.4. Dry Layer Resistance

MTMplus (Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz, Ger-
many) determines the dry layer resistance Rp. An optimized MTM is used every 10 min to
ensure product safety while obtaining all necessary data. Here, the test is aborted as soon
as no significant increase in chamber pressure is detected. The duration of the test varies
depending on the pressure rise from 3 to 30 s.

4.5. Heat Flux Measurement

An FHF03 heat flux sensor (Hukesflux Thermal Sensors, Delft, The Netherlands)
was used for heat flux measurement. The sensing area was 2.5 cm2 and the tempera-
ture difference was measured by a thermopile. The sensor was placed on the front left
side and fixed with adhesive tape (Scotch® adhesive tape 8915 (3M Deutschland GmbH,
Neuss, Germany)).
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4.6. Modeling

A pseudo-stationary model was used to calculate the dedicated primary drying end-
point and product temperature of selected vials. The coupled heat and mass transfer can
be written as [54]:

Kv·(TS − TP)·Av =
∆Hsubl

RP
(pi − pc)·Ap (1)

Rp is the dry layer resistance, pi is the partial vapor pressure on the sublimation
interface, pc is the chamber pressure and Ap the inner cross-sectional area of the vial. Table 3
shows the values of some parameters.

Table 3. Parameter for simulation.

Parameter Value

Av 3.8 cm2

Ap 3.14 cm2

∆Hsubl 2834.6 kJ/kg

This model has previously been validated for two different material systems [55,56].

4.7. Software

LPCplus (Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz, Ger-
many) collected the data during freeze-drying runs, and the MTM data were analyzed with
MTMplus Analyse (Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz,
Germany). An LI-19 (Hukesflux Thermal Sensors, Delft, The Netherlands) collected the
heat flux data. Aspen Custom Modeler (Aspen Technology, Inc., Bedford, MA, USA) was
used for simulations.

5. Results
5.1. Nucleation Temperature

Several effects occur during freezing: cooling, supercooling, nucleation, and ice crystal
growth. A further distinction is made between controlled and uncontrolled nucleation.

The product temperature profile of the shelf-ramped freezing without a holding step
is shown in Figure 5a. The shelf temperature is continuously reduced, and the product is
cooled over the temperature difference until nucleation occurs. The nucleation temperature
is very broadly distributed, between −7 and −14 ◦C. With the LyoCam, pictures can be
taken during the process. The cloudy vials have already started nucleation, while the
clear vials are still undercooled (see Figure 5c). Figure 5b shows the product temperature
profile for the shelf-temperature freezing with a holding step. Here, the shelf temperature
is held at −5 ◦C for one hour to equilibrate the temperature across the sample. After this,
the shelf is cooled down further and random nucleation between −8 and −12 ◦C occurs.
Again, a picture of the LyoCam is shown, which shows the nucleation distribution well
(see Figure 5d).

Next, the temperature profile of the pre-cooled shelf is shown in Figure 6a. The shelves
are pre-cooled to the final temperature and only then are the samples loaded onto the
shelves. There is a drastic decrease in the product temperature until nucleation occurs.
It takes place in a range from −5 to −10 ◦C. The LyoCam also indicated the random
distribution of the nucleation temperature (see Figure 6c).

Finally, the product temperature profile of an experiment with LyoCoN is shown.
LyoCoN is an ice fog technique that can be used to control the nucleation time and temper-
ature. Figure 6b shows the product temperature profile. The product is cooled down to
the target temperature and the product is equilibrated. This step is important because the
supercooling at the product surface must be high enough to nucleate using the ice mist.
Once the product temperature is equilibrated, the chamber is evacuated, and a blast of
pressure is used to move the ice crystals from the ice condenser into the drying chamber
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onto the product surface. This has the major advantage that no external media are intro-
duced into the freeze dryer. All vials nucleate at the same time, confirmed with the product
temperature. Compared to all experiments before, the product temperature is clearly more
homogeneous over the measured vials. The same point in time is also confirmed by the
LyoCam (see Figure 6d).

Figure 5. (a) Product temperature profile during shelf-ramped freezing (0.1 K/min, 1 mL) without
hold step; (b) product temperature profile during shelf-ramped freezing with holding step (−5 ◦C,
1 mL); (c) LyoCam picture shelf-ramped freezing (0.1 K/min, 1 mL); (d) LyoCam picture shelf-ramped
freezing with holding step (−5 ◦C, 1 mL).

Figure 6. (a) Product temperature profile during pre-cooled shelf freezing (−30 ◦C, 2 mL); (b) product
temperature profile during LyoCoN freezing (−8 ◦C, 2 mL); (c) LyoCam picture pre-cooled shelf
freezing (−30 ◦C, 2 mL); (d) LyoCam picture LyoCoN freezing (−8 ◦C, 2 mL).
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The nucleation temperature and its distribution are important process parameters, as
they determine the ice crystal size and product morphology. Figure 7 shows the distributions.

Figure 7. Nucleation temperature distribution for different freezing methods.

Shelf-cooled freezing with and without a holding step has a high supercooling of
−12 ◦C ± 2 ◦C. The pre-cooled shelf method has a lower supercooling of −9 ◦C ± 2 ◦C,
but the distribution here is also very broad as nucleation still occurs randomly. Only
the experiments with LyoCoN can control the nucleation temperature. The nucleation
temperatures are −2.4 ◦C ± 1.2 ◦C (LyoCoN −2 ◦C), −4 ◦C ± 0.9 ◦C (LyoCoN −4 ◦C)
and −7.4 ◦C ± 0.4 ◦C (LyoCoN −8 ◦C). In all experiments, the nucleation temperature
distribution is significantly lower than in the other experiments. As the shelf temperature
decreases, the distribution also becomes smaller. This is due to the fact that in the three
experiments, the chamber for the LyoCoN process was evacuated to 4 mbar. This pressure
seems to be set too low for higher nucleation temperatures, which results in even small
evaporation effects that cool the product further, resulting in a wider distribution. Thus,
the process conditions of the shelf temperature and chamber pressure have to be carefully
selected to obtain narrow nucleation temperature distributions with LyoCoN.

5.2. Heat Flux

The heat flux data for the individual tests for the ramped freezing are shown in
Figure 8a for a ramp of 0.1 K/min. The product is cooled down to nucleation at a constant
cooling rate. At 0.1 K/min, the heat flux in the cooling step was approximately −100 W/m2

for 1 mL and −150 W/m2 for 2 mL, respectively. Increasing the cooling rate to 2 K/min
increases the heat flux to −570 W/m2 for 1 mL or 745 W/m2 for 2 mL. The increased
cooling rate causes the temperature difference between the shelf and the product to increase,
resulting in increased heat flux.

Figure 8. Heatflux data: (a) shelf-ramped freezing (0.1 K/min); (b) shelf-ramped freezing with
holding step at −5 ◦C.
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After the product has been sufficiently supercooled, nucleation occurs. In the product
temperature profile, this can be seen by a sharp rise to 0 ◦C, and heat flow signal nucleation
can also be seen by a sharp fall. Nucleation is an exothermic process that releases heat.
Nucleation takes place at different times. At a cooling rate of 0.1 K/min, nucleation takes
place at 5.4 h for a filling volume of 1 mL and at 5.6 h for 2 mL. The heat flux decreases to
minimum values of −607 W/m2 (1 mL) and −804 W/m2 (2 mL). A cooling rate of 2 K/min
shifts the nucleation time forward to 0.63 h (1 mL) and 0.83 h (2 mL). The minimum heat
flux decreases to −1493 W/m2 at 1 mL and −1502 W/m2 at 2 mL.

After nucleation, there is further ice crystal growth and final cooling to the steady-state
shelf temperature.

Figure 8b shows the heat flux data of the shelf-ramped freezing with a holding step at
−5 ◦C. Here, too, the product is cooled continuously until the holding step. At a holding
step of −5 ◦C, the heat flux is a minimum of −320 W/m2 (1 mL) or −510 W/m2 (2mL).
Subsequently, the heat flux approaches 0 W/m2, which induces that the holding step is
sufficiently long. Nucleation releases a heat flux of −1256 W/m2 (1 mL, 0 ◦C), −1549 W/m2

(2 mL, 0 ◦C), −1040 W/m2 (1 mL, −5 ◦C) and −1483 W/m2 (2 mL, −5 ◦C), respectively.
Here, too, nucleation takes place at different times.

Figure 9a shows the heat flow data for the tests with the pre-cooled shelf. As soon
as the product is loaded into the freeze dryer, there is a drastic drop in heat flux due
to the high temperature difference. The product is cooled with an initial heat flux of
−2695 W/m2 (1 mL, −30 ◦C), −2511 W/m2 (2 mL, −30 ◦C), −2691 W/m2 (1 mL, −45 ◦C)
or −2663 W/m2 (2 mL, −45 ◦C). As time progresses, the product temperature approaches
the shelf, causing the heat flux to decrease. Subsequently, nucleation occurs. Since the shelf
has already reached its stationary end value, the temperature difference after nucleation
remains constant for the time being. This is a post-nucleation hold.

Figure 9. Heatflux data: (a) pre-cooled shelf at −30 ◦C; (b) LyoCoN freezing at −4 ◦C.

Figure 9b shows the heat flow data for LyoCoN experiments at −4 ◦C. First, the
product is cooled down. A heat flux of −329 W/m2 (1 mL, −2 ◦C), −440 W/m2 (2 mL,
−2 ◦C), −367 W/m2 (1 mL, −4 ◦C) and −409 W/m2 (2 mL, −4 ◦C) is transferred. Due
to the holding step, the heat flux approaches 0 W/m2. As soon as nucleation has been
induced, the heat flux increases significantly because the surface is cooled down again,
which leads to an increase in the temperature difference. The minimum heat flux is
−842 W/m2 (1 mL, −2 ◦C), −1217 W/m2 (2 mL, −2 ◦C), −1044 W/m2 (1 mL, −4 ◦C) and
−1153 W/m2 (2 mL, −4 ◦C). With the help of LyoCoN, the nucleation temperature of the
vials can be controlled. This leads to a more reproducible and also comparable freezing
behavior in relation to the other freezing steps.

Ice fog is the only freezing method that controls the nucleation temperature, meaning
that not only is the nucleation temperature controlled throughout the batch but the freezing
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behavior between different fill volumes is aligned and shows similar behaviors and heat
fluxes. A summary of the heat flux results is depicted in Table 4.

Table 4. Heat flux data for different freezing methods.

Freezing Method Ramp (K/min)
Heat Flux Cooling (W/m2) Heat Flux Nucleation (W/m2)

1 mL 2 mL 1 mL 2 mL

Shelf-ramped freezing
without hold step

0.1 −100 −150 −607 −804

2 −500 −745 −1493 −1502

Hold temperature (◦C)

Shelf-ramped freezing with
holding step

0 −265 −410 −1256 −1549

−5 −320 −510 −1040 −1483

Shelf temperature (◦C)

Precooled
−30 −2695 −2511 −1490 −1294

−45 −2691 −2663 −1656 −1780

Nucleation
temperature (◦C)

Ice fog method LyoCoN

−2 −329 −440 −842 −1217

−4 −367 −409 −1044 −1153

−8 −350 −420 −1136 −1263

5.3. Dry Layer Resistance

MTM can be used to determine the dry layer resistance during primary drying. It
depends on the ice crystal size and distribution. A high resistance leads to slow drying
kinetics and higher product temperatures. For optimal primary drying, a reproducible, low
dry layer resistance that is constant across all vials is ideal.

Figure 10a shows the dry layer resistance for freezing with ramped shelves without a hold-
ing step. In general, freezing at 0.1 K/min shows a significantly higher dry layer resistance than
freezing at 2 K/min, although the nucleation temperatures are equally distributed here. The
dry layer resistance for cooling at 0.1 K/min starts at 39,174 m/s ± 7424 m/s and increases
linearly to a final value of 248,952 m/s ± 180,984 m/s. At a cooling rate of 2 K/min, the dry
layer resistance starts at 49,805 m/s ± 38,025 m/s, increases to 79,750 m/s ± 40,495 m/s (dry
film height 0.001 m) and ends at 87,732 m/s ± 33,526 m/s.

Figure 10. Dry layer resistance. (a) Shelf-ramped freezing with various ramps; (b) shelf-ramped
freezing with holding step at different temperatures.
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A slow cooling rate significantly prolongs the process and results in significantly
higher and highly fluctuating dry layer resistances.

Figure 10b shows the dry film resistances for freezing with ramped shelves with a
holding step.

With a holding step of −5 ◦C, the dry layer resistance starts at 40,899 m/s ± 13,360 m/s
and increases asymptotically to a final value of 88,669 m/s ± 23,175 m/s. If the holding step
is applied at 0 ◦C, the dry film resistance has an initial value of 31,378 m/s ± 8179 m/s and
also increases asymptotically to 55,304 m/s ± 6815 m/s. The resistance shows lower values
and deviations when applying an equilibration step compared to shelf-ramped cooling.

Figure 11a shows the dry layer resistances for freezing with pre-cooled shelves.
Both shelf temperatures show an asymptotic curve. The dry layer resistance starts at
15,494 m/s ± 15,469 m/s (−30 ◦C) and 16,719 m/s ± 115 m/s (−45 ◦C) and then increases
rapidly to the final value (72,881 m/s ± 15,836 m/s at −30 ◦C and 52,018 m/s ± 2295 m/s
at −45 ◦C). The use of pre-cooled shelves increases the nucleation temperature, resulting
in less supercooling, which leads to the formation of larger ice crystals, thus reducing the
resistance of the dry layer.

Figure 11. Dry layer resistance. (a) Precooled shelves at different temperatures; (b) ice fog at various
nucleation temperatures.

In Figure 11b, the dry layer resistance for freezing with ice fog at different nucleation
temperatures is shown. Experiments with nucleation temperatures of −2 and −4 ◦C show
asymptotic behavior, while at −8 ◦C, a linear course can be observed. The dry layer
resistances begin at 28,353 m/s ± 4273 m/s (−2 ◦C), 21,851 m/s ± 16,929 m/s (−4 ◦C)
und 33,161 m/s ± 1047 m/s (−8 ◦C) and increase to 43,853 m/s ± 3168 m/s (−2 ◦C),
56,838 m/s ± 16,912 m/s (−4 ◦C) and 79,471 m/s ± 5610 m/s (−8 ◦C). The asymptotic
course for −2 and −4 ◦C could indicate that the pressure value has been set too low,
causing slight evaporation on the surface. This leads to increased supercooling; therefore,
this small layer has the highest resistance to vapor flow.

Shelf-ramped freezing with no holding step shows the highest dry layer resistance
along with the highest uncertainty. Random nucleation at a high supercooling and non-
equilibrated solution provides high variance. If a hold step is added, the temperature is
equalized over the product, reducing the variance and mean values of Rp. If the nucleation
temperature is lowered, the variance and mean value can be further reduced. With the
appropriate freezing step, the dry layer resistance can be more than halved from 87,732 m/s
to 43,853 m/s, and the variance is reduced from 33,526 m/s to 3168 m/s by 90%. A summary
of the dry layer resistances is shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Dry layer resistances of different freezing methods.

Freezing Method Ramp (K/min)
Dry Layer Resistance (m/s)

Ldry = 0 m Ldry = 0.0035 m Ldry = 0.007 m

Shelf-ramped freezing
without hold step

0.1 39,174 ± 7424 142,585 ± 92,982 248,952 ± 180,984

2 49,805 ± 38,025 86,119 ± 35,193 87,732 ± 33,526

Hold temperature (◦C)

Shelf-ramped freezing
with holding step

0 31,378 ± 8179 54,557 ± 7559 55,304 ± 6815

−5 40,899 ± 13,360 83,425 ± 15,071 88,669 ± 23,175

Shelf temperature (◦C)

Precooled
−30 15,494 ± 15,469 71,046 ± 17,543 72,881 ± 15,836

−45 16,719 ± 115 51,754 ± 2428 52,018 ± 2295

Nucleation
temperature (◦C)

Ice fog method
LyoCoN

−2 28,353 ± 4273 43,422 ± 3607 43,853 ± 3168

−4 21,851 ± 16,929 56,767 ± 16,984 56,838 ± 16,912

−8 33,161 ± 1047 55,990 ± 3296 79,471 ± 5610

5.4. Primary Drying Endpoint

Next, the experimental primary drying endpoint is compared to simulation results.
The freezing step controls the dry layer resistance and therefore the drying kinetics of each
individual vial.

Figure 12 shows the experimental and simulated primary drying endpoint for an
edge at different freezing steps in a parity plot. The x-axis shows the experimental and
the y-axis the simulated primary drying endpoint. The largest deviation between simu-
lation and experiment is achieved with the freezing method Ramp 0.1 K/min. Here, an
endpoint of 4.6 h ± 0.5 h is calculated and experimentally determined at 2.3 h ± 0.2 h. The
very high dry layer resistance combined with a very high uncertainty ensures that the
simulation overestimates the primary drying endpoint. The situation is different with
the LyoCoN experiments. They generate very narrowly distributed and low dry layer
resistances. For LyoCoN −2 ◦C, a primary drying endpoint is determined at 3.4 h ± 0.05 h;
for LyoCoN, −4 ◦C at 3.4 h ± 0.05; and for LyoCoN, −8 ◦C at 3.3 h ± 0.07 h. Experimen-
tally, the endpoints here are very close to each other. Experimentally, the endpoints here
are 3.05 h ± 0.05 h (LyoCoN −2 ◦C and −4 ◦C) and 2.9 h ± 0.1 h. Due to the controlled
nucleation, the simulation was able to describe the experiment much more accurately.

Similar results can be seen with a fill volume of 2 mL. The experiment without con-
trolled nucleation shows high deviation between experiments and simulations. Ramp
0.1 K/min calculates the primary drying endpoint at 7 h ± 0.4 h (experiment: 5.35 h ± 0.15 h),
Ramp 2 K/min at 6.6 h ± 0.5 h (experiment: 5.65 h ± 0.65 h), Hold 0 ◦C at 6.2 h ± 0.4 h
(experiment: 5.4 h ± 1 h) and Hold −5 ◦C at 6.6 h ± 0.35 h (experiment: 4.9 h ± 0.7 h).
The best results are achieved with LyoCoN at −2 ◦C and precooled shelves of −45 ◦C. The
calculated endpoints are 6.1 h ± 0.5 h, respectively, 6.1 h ± 0.3 h, while the experiments are
finished at 5.8 h ± 0.3 h or 6.2 h ± 0.55 h.

The same observations can be seen in the center vial (see Figure 13). At a 1 mL fill
volume, shelf-ramped freezing without hold steps shows the highest deviation (simulation:
6 h ± 0.7 h, experiment: 3.25 h ± 0.7 h). The experiments with LyoCoN and precooled
shelves show the best agreement.
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Figure 12. Primary drying endpoint for an edge vial: (a) 1 mL, (b) 2 mL, (c) legend.

Figure 13. Primary drying endpoint for a center vial: (a) 1 mL, (b) 2 mL, (c) legend.

With increased fill volume, LyoCoN −2 ◦C and precooled −45 ◦C show the best
agreement for the center vial. Controlled nucleation homogenizes the freezing of center
vials, resulting in a more representative dry layer resistance measured by MTM.

Generally, the center vials take longer to dry than the edge vials, causing batch
heterogeneity in the drying duration. It is shown in Figure 14 for different fill volumes as an
absolute value. For 1 mL, the absolute batch heterogeneity is smaller. Controlled nucleation
can further reduce heterogeneity. For 1 mL, the heterogeneities with LyoCoN are 1.85 h
(−2 ◦C), 2 h (−4 ◦C) and 1.95 h (−8 ◦C), while it increases with shelf-ramped freezing
to 2.8 (0.1 K/min), respectively, 2.6 h (2 K/min). Simulation and experiment show good
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agreement. For 2 mL, the heterogeneities with LyoCoN are 4.55 h (−2 ◦C), 3.3 h (−4 ◦C)
and 4.05 h (−8 ◦C), while it increases with shelf-ramped freezing to 4.55 (0.1 K/min),
respectively, 4.8 h (2 K/min). The simulations again show good agreement with the
experiments and can quantify the batch heterogeneity.

Figure 14. Batch heterogeneity: (a) 1 mL; (b) 2 mL.

5.5. Product Temperature

Besides the primary drying endpoint, the product temperature is another important
parameter that can be predicted by the model. In this section, the different product
temperatures that occur due to the different freezing methods in primary drying are
presented for edge and center vials. In the figures, the primary drying endpoint is marked
by a vertical line with its uncertainty.

Figure 15 shows the product temperatures of primary drying for freezing with a ramp
of 0.1 K/min and 1 mL filling volume. A clear discrepancy between the experiment and
simulation can be seen, both for the edge and the center vial. For the edge vial, a product
temperature of −21.9 ± 1.8 ◦C is averaged, but the experimental product temperature
in primary drying reaches only −32 ± 2 ◦C. The center vial reaches a lower average
product temperature of −24.5 ± 2 ◦C in the simulation than the edge vial. However, this
value is again higher than the experimentally determined one of −34 ◦C ± 2 ◦C. The high
uncertainty at the end of the experimental product temperature is due to the fact that the
primary drying time varies greatly in these tests causing large differences.
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Figure 15. Experimental (red) and simulated (blue) primary drying product temperature with
shelf-ramped freezing 0.1 K/min and 1 mL fill volume: (a) edge vial; (b) center vial.
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Figure 16 shows the product temperature profile for an edge and middle vial at a
freezing step of Ramp 2 K/min and a filling volume of 2 mL. For the edge vial, an aver-
age product temperature of −27.1 ± 1.9 ◦C is calculated, while an experimental value of
−32.6 ± 2 ◦C is obtained. The difference between the simulation and the experiment could
be reduced here. The middle vial has an average product temperature of −30.4 ± 1.9 ◦C
in the simulation and −33.8 ± 1.5 ◦C in the experiment. Here, the simulation and experi-
ment converge even further. The intersection of the simulated and experimental product
temperature is at the primary drying endpoint.

Figure 16. Experimental (red) and simulated (blue) primary drying product temperature with
shelf-ramped freezing 2 K/min and 2 mL fill volume: (a) edge vial; (b) center vial.

Figure 17 shows the product temperature profiles for freezing with a holding step at
−5 ◦C and a fill volume of 1 mL. Here, the product temperature profiles of the simulation
and the experiments match well. In the corner vial, a simulated product temperature of
−31.6 ± 0.5 ◦C is reached on average. At the beginning, the product temperatures overlap
very well and then the simulation overestimates the product temperature by 0.6 ◦C. As
soon as the primary drying comes to an end, the product temperatures overlap again. The
center vial shows good agreement with the experiments over the entire primary drying
period. Only a slight overestimation can be seen. An average product temperature of
−33.5 ± 0.3 ◦C is reached in the simulation.

Figure 17. Experimental (red) and simulated (blue) primary drying product temperature with
shelf-ramped freezing with hold step at −5 ◦C and 1 mL fill volume: (a) edge vial; (b) center vial.

Next, the product temperatures for freezing with a hold step at 0 ◦C are shown. They
are shown in Figure 18. Again, the simulation overestimates the product temperature of the
experiments in the edge vials. An average temperature of −30 ± 2.5 ◦C is calculated, while
experimentally it is −33 ± 1 ◦C. As soon as the primary drying of the experiments comes
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to an end, the results match well again. The product temperatures of the center vials match
well. In the simulation, an average product temperature of −33.3 ± 2 ◦C is obtained. The
experimental product temperature fits very well into the spanned band of the simulation
with −34 ± 1 ◦C throughout the primary drying phase.

Figure 18. Experimental (red) and simulated (blue) primary drying product temperature with
shelf-ramped freezing with hold step at 0 ◦C and 2 mL fill volume: (a) edge vial; (b) center vial.

The product temperatures of the pre-cooled shelf at −30 ◦C show similar results for
a filling volume of 1mL (see Figure 19). The product temperature of the corner vial is
slightly overestimated in the simulation with −30.9 ± 0.7 ◦C (experiment: −32 ± 1 ◦C).
The product temperatures of the middle vial match better (simulation: −32.8 ± 0.5 ◦C,
experiment: −32.6 ± 1 ◦C).

Figure 19. Experimental (red) and simulated (blue) primary drying product temperature with
pre-cooled shelves at −30 ◦C and 1 mL fill volume: (a) edge vial; (b) center vial.

The experimental and calculated product temperatures for a filling volume of 2 mL
with the freezing method precooled shelves −45 ◦C are shown in Figure 20. The calculated
and experimental results fit well together. In the corner vial, the product temperature is
slightly overestimated at the beginning, and towards the end, the average values converge.
In the simulation, an average product temperature of −31.3 ± 1.4 ◦C is obtained. In the
experiment, the temperature is −32.6 ± 1.5 ◦C.
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Figure 20. Experimental (red) and simulated (blue) primary drying product temperature with
pre-cooled shelves at −45 ◦C and 2 mL fill volume: (a) edge vial; (b) center vial.

Finally, the product temperature profiles generated using LyoCoN are shown. None
of the previous freezing methods controlled the nucleation, so it occurred randomly over a
very wide range, resulting in each vial having its own temperature history and thus its own
dry layer resistance. Figure 21 shows the product temperature history of the simulation
and the experiments at a nucleation temperature of −8 ◦C and 1 mL filling volume. For
both the edge and middle vials, the results show outstanding agreement. In the edge vial,
the average calculated temperature is −32.2 ± 0.7 ◦C (experiment: −32.1 ± 2 ◦C), and in
the middle vial, it is −34.1 ± 0.5 ◦C (experiment: −33.9 ± 2 ◦C). Both the absolute values
and the curves of the product temperatures fit together well.

Figure 21. Experimental (red) and simulated (blue) primary drying product temperature with
LyoCoN at −8 ◦C and 1 mL fill volume: (a) edge vial; (b) center vial.

Figure 22 shows the product temperatures for a controlled nucleation at −4 ◦C and a
filling volume of 2 mL. The product temperature of the corner vial is slightly overestimated
at the beginning and is in the simulation band from the middle of primary drying. The
average product temperature was calculated as −30.6 ± 3.6 ◦C and determined to be
−33.6 ± 2 ◦C in the experiments. The product temperature of the middle vials is slightly
overestimated at the beginning and correctly predicted after a quarter of the primary drying.
The calculated average product temperature is −31.7 ± 3.7 ◦C and the experimental one is
−34 ± 0.9 ◦C.
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Figure 22. Experimental (red) and simulated (blue) primary drying product temperature with
LyoCoN at −4 ◦C and 2 mL fill volume: (a) edge vial; (b) center vial.

6. Discussion

In this work, the influence of the freezing step on primary drying experiments and
simulations were evaluated. The nucleation temperature cannot be controlled for the
freezing methods of surface-controlled freezing with and without a holding step and
precooled surfaces. Its range is −11 ± 3 ◦C, with pre-cooled shelves having a slightly
higher nucleation temperature of −9 ± 3 ◦C. Experiments with LyoCoN can control the
nucleation temperature and reduce the distribution (Tn (−8 ◦C): −7.5 ± 0.5 ◦C). The
freezing steps were tested for two filling volumes of 1 and 2 mL. The heat flux data for
all experiments were determined. Throughout the freezing experiments with random
nucleation, the data deviate. Only controlled nucleation obtains similar results for different
fill volumes and experiments. The dry layer resistance can be halved by LyoCoN from
87,732 m/s to 43,853 m/s and the variance is reduced by 90% from 33,526 m/s to 3168 m/s.

Finally, the model is validated for the primary drying of different freezing steps for
accuracy and precision. The largest deviation between the simulation and experiment
occurs with a freezing method ramp of 0.1 K/min. Here, an endpoint of 4.6 ± 0.5 h is
calculated and experimentally determined at 2.3 ± 0.2 h. For LyoCoN −2 ◦C, a primary
drying endpoint is calculated at 3.4 ± 0.05 h, for LyoCoN −4 ◦C at 3.4 ± 0.05 h, and
for LyoCoN −8 ◦C at 3.3 ± 0.07 h. Experimentally, the endpoints here are 3.05 ± 0.05 h
(LyoCoN −2 ◦C and −4 ◦C) and 2.9 ± 0.1 h, respectively. Controlled nucleation allows
the simulation to describe the experiment, much more accurately reducing the deviation
between them from factor 2 for shelf-ramped freezing to +8% using LyoCoN. A similar
result is shown for a filling volume of 2 mL. The freezing methods without controlled
nucleation display a clear deviation between the experiment and simulation. Ramp rates of
0.1 K/min calculate the end at 7 ± 0.4 h (experiment: 5.35 ± 0.15 h), ramps of 2 K/min at
6.6 ± 0.5 h (experiment: 5.65 ± 0.65 h), holding 0 ◦C at 6.2 ± 0.4 h (experiment: 5.4 ± 1 h)
and holding at −5 ◦C at 6.6 ± 0.35 h (experiment: 4.9 ± 0.7 h). The best results regarding the
primary drying endpoint are obtained when freezing with LyoCoN −2 ◦C and precooled
to −45 ◦C. The calculated dryings are finished at 6.1 ± 0.5 h and 6.1 ± 0.3 h, respectively,
while the experiments are finished after 5.8 ± 0.3 h and 6.2 ± 0.55 h, respectively. LyoCoN
reduces the deviation between the experiment and simulation from 32% to 0.2%. Similar
conclusions can be drawn for the middle vial. At a 1 mL filling volume, shelf-ramped
freezing again shows the highest difference (simulation: 6 ± 0.7 h, experiment: 3.25 ± 0.7 h).
LyoCoN reduces the variance from 84.6% to 7%. With a filling volume of 2 mL, LyoCoN
−2 ◦C and precooling to −45 ◦C also show the best agreement for center vials reducing the
relative difference from 25% to 0.12%.

Next, the model was validated for the primary drying product temperature. The
largest deviation of the experimental product temperature could be described in the shelf-
controlled freezing without a holding step. For the edge vials, a product temperature of
−21.9 ± 1.8 ◦C on average is calculated, but the experimental product temperature in
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primary drying reaches only −32 ± 2 ◦C. The center vial reaches a lower average product
temperature of −24.5 ± 2 ◦C than the edge vial in the simulation. However, this value is
again higher than the experimentally determined one of −34 ◦C ± 2 ◦C. This high difference
between the experiment and simulation can be decreased with the usage of LyoCoN. In the
edge vial, the average calculated temperature is −32.2 ± 0.7 ◦C (experiment: −32.1 ± 2 ◦C)
and the center vial is −34.1 ± 0.5 ◦C (experiment: −33.9 ± 2 ◦C). The simulated results
of LyoCoN −8 ◦C experiments only deviate 0.31% for the edge and 0.59% for the center
vial while the deviations increase drastically for shelf-ramped freezing up to 31.56% for the
edge and 27.94 % for the center vial.

Controlled nucleation (LyoCoN) allows the control of the nucleation temperature of
all vials during the freezing step, thus eliminating a main source of intra- and inter-batch
heterogeneity by establishing a reproducible freezing process. Since the freezing behavior is
adjusted in all vials, the determined Rp is more representable for the whole batch, increasing
the simulation accuracy and precision. This kind of process control is demanded under the
regulatory demanded QbD approach; therefore, a mechanism for controlled nucleation like
LyoCoN should be incorporated into the freeze-drying cycle.

In combination, the physicochemical model and PAT tools can be used to achieve
advanced process control (APC). The recommended PAT tools are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. PAT tools and their recommendation for usage in process control (green—fully recom-
mended, yellow—limited recommendation, and orange—more experience necessary) (extended from
Juckers et al. [57]).

PAT Tool Necessary Equipment Objective Rec. Remarks

WTM WTMplus sensor
Transponder

Product temperature
determination Major advantages over wired sensors but invasive

Pressure control
Pressure control can be obtained by either sensor

Pirani: gas-type-dependent
Capacitive: gas-type-independentComp.

pressure
Pirani gauge

Capacitive sensor
Primary drying

endpoint Measures endpoint of the whole batch

Model parameter
determination Rp

Noninvasive online measurement, value valid until
2/3 of primary drying

MTM

Two-chamber freeze
dryer with closable
intermediate valve

Analysis tool
Primary drying

endpoint

Pressure rise can induce melt back if the recipe is too
aggressive

Optimized MTM for reduced measurement time
Nucleation

temperature
determination

Only measurement possible; combination with
controlled nucleation required

Model parameter
determination Kv

Value significantly underestimated; more experience
must be gained

Heat flux
Heat flux sensor

Datalogger
Readout software

Primary drying
endpoint

Value in good agreement with WTM but exact
positioning necessary

Ice ruler
Ice ruler
Camera

Analysis tool

Primary drying
endpoint

Sublimated ice mass in good agreement with ice
occupation

Analysis algorithm required

LyoCoN LyoCoN reservoir Nucleation
temperature

Nucleation temperature and pressure have to be
optimized for formulation

During the primary drying process, the product temperature and sublimation rate
must be kept below a critical value at all times. The model can predict these values based
on limited online measured or previously determined data and modify the process with
model predictive control. The dry layer resistance Rp is determined by MTM online during
a primary drying experiment with the product while the vial heat transfer coefficient Kv
is determined by ice sublimation tests beforehand. The estimated work effort is 10 to
15 days and has to be determined once for the used vials and freeze dryer and can then
be used in development for different products. The primary drying endpoint of the batch
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is important to ensure maximum productivity while maintaining product quality. Here,
the usage of comparative pressure and manometric temperature measurement is strongly
recommended. One sensor of the two used in comparative pressure measurement is used to
control the pressure in the drying chamber and the other runs along to determine the batch
end point of primary drying. MTM is used to determine the dry layer resistance during
primary drying and pass this data to the model to enable adjustment of the simulations
with real-time data. It is further used as a complementary method for primary drying
endpoint determination to comparative pressure measurement showing differences of
4% [48]. In the pilot scale, product temperatures continue to be measured with WTMplus so
that product temperature data are available for model validation. Furthermore, the usage of
a heat flow sensor and an ice ruler is recommended. The ice ruler shows promising results
at the pilot scale for monitoring the sublimation rate to keep it under the critical value [57].
The heat flux sensor can be used to optimize the freezing step by measuring the heat flux
during nucleation and then adjusting the shelf temperature accordingly. LyoCoN is used in
both scales to keep the freezing step comparable and to control the timing of nucleation. It
is important that nucleation of all vials is controlled; a shelf temperature range of −2 to
−8 ◦C should be used and the samples should be equilibrated beforehand to achieve a
similar supercooling level over the sample height. The APC concept is shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23. APC concept for lyophilization processes in vials.

The control of the nucleation temperature is crucial to obtain reliable and reproducible
primary drying experiments and simulations as shown in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. It equal-
izes the temperature history of all vials in a batch and throughout all batches and is thus
favorable inside the QbD concept. The simulation accuracy and precision of the prod-
uct temperature drastically increases with controlled nucleation reducing the difference
between the simulation and experiment from 31.56% to 0.31% with the same working
effort. For optimal primary drying design and model predictive control, the nucleation
temperature is strongly recommended to be controlled inside a PAT concept (see Table 6)
and aggressive primary drying conditions should be used to achieve process efficiency
while maintaining product safety.
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